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SUMMARY: In the last decade several research and development projects have shown that product data
technology (PDT) can successfully and beneficially replace the traditional document-centred approach to
project realisation. Today, with the development of the IFC project model by the IAI, the product modelling
paradigm is being rapidly introduced in commercial software as well. However, actual PDT application in the
AEC domain is still limited to CAD data exchange and some basic project-centred data management facilities.
There is a great need of human-centred product model services supporting the engineer with additional knowledge about the models, providing customisable user-friendly capabilities for management and modification of
the data, and enabling structured access to the information on the project(s) he is working on. These issues have
motivated the development of an ontology framework that can serve as advanced user gateway to product model
data. The suggested approach draws upon recent ICT achievements, especially regarding IFC environments.
In this paper we present the rationale, the principal design, and the technical structure of the ontology
framework based on the XML schema specification. Further on, we explain its software realisation, provide
examples of its current application and outline possibilities for its further development and envisaged broader
usage. Reported is research work performed in conjunction with the EU ISTforCE project (IST-1999-11508).
KEYWORDS: Ontology, Model-Based eWork, Engineering Data Browser, XML Schema, IFC.

1. INTRODUCTION
Existing holistic approaches to information and knowledge management of organisations, such as the BPR
(business process re-engineering) and the ERP (enterprise resource planning) models have shown the importance
of the integrated treatment of the data definitions underlying the software applications used in an organisation.
Today there exists a broad understanding that standardised reference of all data definitions to a common set of
harmonised schemas is a vital prerequisite for the achievement of true model-based technical work that can bring
about added value to various aspects of engineering product development (Björk, 1995, Wix, 1996, Owen,
1997). Among these aspects are the coordination and cooperation of team work, efficient integration of
application tools, improved data exchange and sharing, common model repositories, better navigation in the
multi-dimensional project data space etc. Such expectations, originating from the higher semantic richness of
PDT-based environments compared to traditional document-centred systems, are rapidly gaining shape with the
progress of the IFC project model (IAI 2000). However, the actual state of the art of PDT application in the AEC
domain is still limited to CAD data exchange and, in a few cases, some basic model management facilities
(Liebich & Wix, 2002). Current collaboration environments are mostly document oriented, but even when PDT
is utilised the approach is project-centred, providing for some advanced teamwork features but offering little
help with respect to the personal needs of the individual users. What is missing is the provision of an efficient
user gateway to the technical model data structures. If an IT system would support standardised modelling and
data management operations that can be carried out on end-user level, and with the help of intuitive user
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interfaces, the acceptance of product data technology in building construction practice and the deployment of
high quality PDT-based applications can greatly be improved.
However, recent practice has shown that establishing comprehensive, standardised product data models proves to
be a long and complicated process. According to (Turk, 1998) the problems experienced in the development of
standardised, large-scale product data models are due to (1) the difficulties in which the conceptual product
models are being formalized by the experts in the field, (2) the difficulties to agree on a common representation,
and (3) the incompleteness of the models, particularly in the areas of unconventional and creative design. Such
problems can typically be noticed by all models that are not directly related to a specific application. They are
largely valid for the IFC project model as well.
To help tackle these issues and provide a common medium for communication with a shared, reusable product
data base to various distributed platforms, users, applications and network protocols, in the EU project ISTforCE
(IST-1999-11508) we have developed methods and specifications for an engineering-friendly ontology framework that can bridge the gaps between users, data models and software applications.
In the 90s, there has been considerable research in the area of artificial intelligence and other related technical
domains to explore the use of formal ontologies as a means of defining content-specific agreements for the
sharing and reuse of knowledge among heterogeneous software components and the respective end-users of
these components. However, the achieved results are still only of limited practical applicability.
We take a more pragmatic approach to the development of such ontologies. Particularly, for the domain of civil
engineering, we are designing an engineering ontology which has the primary purpose to support end-users in
their practical work with project model data in a natural way. The target of the undertaken work has not been the
specification of yet another conceptual model in building construction. Rather, we build upon already established
terminology and classification work in the civil engineering domain and the upcoming IFC2x project model to
show and verify how an ontology can be usefully applied as a gateway for end users and applications to the
shared data and knowledge in a distributed PDT-based environment. The suggested framework aims at providing
a simple and light-weight basis enabling end users and (non IFC) applications to access, retrieve and reason upon
product data. It focuses on the understandability and the flexible user interface for querying/retrieving/examining
the product data e.g. for project management, controlling or coordination purposes, and not on the data exchange
between CAD applications, neither on comprehensive support for PDT-based environments. In this respect it is
remarkably different from any product data centred approaches and thus complements and does not compete
with IFC, ISO STEP, IIDEAS, EPISTLE or any other large modelling effort. Furthermore, the ontology specification is fully web-enabled, based on a widely accepted technology (XML) and capable for use as an interactive
exchange mechanism for structured and typed information in a distributed environment.
The rationale, the principal design, the technical structure and the software realisation of the developed framework, as well as examples of its application and further envisaged usage are outlined in the following sections.

2. RATIONALE
2.1 Why an Ontology
The taxonomies and other representation forms created by product model developers provide a comprehensive
set of model entities needed by IT systems. However, in the modelling process inevitably a number of concessions are made with regard to the way engineers use to think and work. Hence, practitioners can only use the
models indirectly, with the help of dedicated specialised applications, and not directly, by interactively working
with the model data itself. This contradiction is based on the different way humans and software actors work.
Normally, engineers think in complex abstract patterns and work goal-oriented. Their thinking patterns are
adapted to the actual problem context, and they use different modelling abstractions to adapt the design context
to an appropriate representation for the targeted design solutions. Due to that, each real world object typically
has many different representations in the engineering way of thinking and problem solving. This is a natural
method to manage the information needed to solve complex engineering tasks.
In contrast, a computer program "thinks" in strictly formalised patterns. It is not capable to abstract a problem by
itself. Computer programs are specialised in doing automated tasks, solving problems by pre-defined methods,
and tackling large amounts of strictly and consistently specified data. Typically, they operate on a single internal
model, containing all needed information in one global context.
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The engineer has to build the bridge between these two paradigms. If he wants to use a product model in a direct
manner, he has to possess specific computer science expertise, and even then he will be handicapped in his
natural way of working.
Hence, a primary objective of an advanced IT system should be to "think like an engineer". It should be able to
communicate with the engineer in his language, and do the mapping to its internal data representation by itself.
Such behaviour can be established by means of an ontology-based model access framework that can provide:
•

facilities for high-level building information representation enabling the transition from information (model data) to knowledge (engineering concepts using "interpreted" model data);

•

capabilities to capture the engineering semantics familiar to the end users;

•

adequate support for multiple views;

•

specifications of high-level engineering functions offering advanced methods of manipulating the
model data to end users and applications;

•

mechanisms for accessing product data repositories through natural-language-like queries.

2.2 Ontologies as a Specification Mechanism
Each piece of formally represented knowledge is based on a conceptualisation, i.e. the objects, concepts and
other entities that are assumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold among them
(Genesereth & Nilsson, 1987). A conceptualisation is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to
represent for some purpose. Every data model, knowledge base, or software system is committed to some
conceptualisation, explicitly or implicitly.
An ontology can be understood as an explicit specification of such a conceptualisation (Gruber, 1993). The term
is borrowed from philosophy, where an ontology is seen as a systematic account of existence. In the terms of an
IT system, this means that what "exists" is that which can be represented.
In the context of civil engineering, an ontology will thereby be described by defining a set of representational
terms in the target domain. These definitions must adequately associate the names of entities in the universe of
discourse (bearing structure, wall, column, beam, joint, support, spring …) with human-readable text describing
what these names mean, and formal axioms that constrain the interpretation and the use of the introduced terms.
Thus, different from a product data model, an ontology is comprised of statements of a logical theory (and not
only data specifications) about the targeted abstraction of the real world.
A common ontology framework can be used to describe ontological commitments for a set of actors (humans,
software applications, AI agents) so that they can communicate about the domain of discourse without necessarily using a globally shared theory. An actor commits to the ontology if its observable actions are consistent with
the definitions in the ontology. This idea is based on the Knowledge-Level perspective introduced by Newell
(1982) in the domain of distributed artificial intelligence. The knowledge level is a level of description of the
knowledge of an agent that is independent of the symbol-level representation used internally by this agent.
In practical terms, this means to define a common vocabulary with which queries and assertions can be
exchanged. However, whilst in the classical AI approach a decentralised distributed agent environment with
intelligent software agents is generally presumed, for the ISTforCE platform (and many similar IT systems) we
proposed a more pragmatic asymmetric approach aligned with the asymmetry of client/server interaction, with
clients and end-users "asking" the questions and servers "telling" the answers. This approach greatly simplifies
the implementation methods and imposes weaker requirements to engineering applications. In fact, in this case
the ontological commitments are only agreements to use a shared vocabulary in a coherent and consistent
manner. The actors sharing the vocabulary do not need to fully share the knowledge base; each may know things
the others do not, and it is not required to answer all queries that can be formulated in the shared vocabulary.
To be more explicit, let us consider what may happen when information about a wall is requested, for example to
check its code compliance for fire resistance. In a pure IFC-based environment this information would be stored
in a shared project repository as an IfcWall object and a number of related resource objects, such as IfcMaterial,
IfcPropertySet, IfcShapeRepresentation, IfcLocalPlacement etc. An appropriate query can easily be defined, but
– due to the different structuring and partially different semantics of a "wall" as understood by different users
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and applications –, it is not so obvious as to what should be the response, except if all model schemas are fully
harmonised and all users and applications "know" and use them consistently – an unlikely situation. In contrast,
the ontology approach would mean to define the concept of a wall unequivocally, in a manner that is independent
of the specific data definitions of the applications that are using it but provides sufficient means to execute
operations on wall objects and interpret the results of these operations correctly.
A commitment to such a high-level ontology will guarantee consistency, but it cannot guarantee completeness of
the discourse. It is expected that dedicated tools can and will take care of the latter. This simplifies both the
specification and the implementation of the ontology, and enables users and software systems to easily use its
concepts; however, without full certainty for the success of each possible query. Therefore, it is important to
define the level at which the ontology is specified. This representation level is chosen on the basis of two
criteria: (1) lean content (interactions should not be overburdened with too many concepts), and (2) sufficiency
(the representation should be sufficient for unambiguous error-free discourse).

2.3 Principal Usage Scenarios
Use of the ontology framework within an advanced Model Access Service involves two kinds of actors and
respectively defined use cases (Gehre & Katranuschkov, 2000):
1. End user (engineer), using the ontology directly to query/retrieve/exchange/modify information
contained in a product data repository. These actions require an Engineering User Interface embedded into a common Web Browser.
2.

Advanced engineering applications used by the engineer for the solution of specific design tasks.
Such applications should commit to the ontology specification and be capable to query the Model
Access Service and interpret its responses correctly, but they are not necessarily required to work
with the full technical product model specification.

The activities of these principal actors have to be supported by the following software actors, as part of an
ontology implementation environment:
•
Web Browser, comprising the front-end to the ontology-based model access services;
•

Product Data Provider, that should retrieve and store the actual product data from a product data
repository by using appropriate interfaces, such as the ISO STEP physical file (SPF) and database
access (SDAI) specifications, ifcXML (Liebich, 2001) etc;

•

Ontology Repository to store the ontology specifications;

•

Ontology Interpreter that should be capable to map end user requests and responses provided in
terms of the defined ontology concepts to real product data objects;

•

Explanation Component that should be responsible to handle the communication between the
Web Browser and the Ontology Interpreter and to generate user-related presentation output.

Numerous variations of ontology usage as a gateway to product model data can be envisaged on the basis of the
principal use cases outlined above. How this can work in practice is explained in section 5 further below.

3. RELATED WORK
The developed ontology framework presented in this paper is original work which does not adapt nor extend any
earlier efforts. Specific product model developments in ISO STEP, IAI/IFC or elsewhere are intentionally not
used as basis for the design of the framework, to keep its generality as broad as possible. However, closer
relationship to the IFC project model has been particularly considered for practical purposes. High-level IFC
kernel entities such as IfcObject, IfcRelationship, IfcProduct, IfcBuilding, IfcBuildingStorey, IfcBuildingElement
etc. were "borrowed" as patterns for the development of core ontology concepts whereby especially useful was
their ifcXML representation (Liebich, 2001). Furthermore, whilst not directly applicable, a large number of
theoretical and practical efforts in the domains of conceptual modelling, ontology development and software
technology have provided useful background for this research.
In the area of conceptual modelling, several prior efforts have delivered valuable ideas for the ontology design
and specification (Björk, 1992, Ekholm, 1996, Angus & Dziulka, 1998, etc.). Here especially the idea of a
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minimal kernel model (de Vries, 1991, Wix, 1996) that can be used as basis for an extensible set of more specific
concepts is of interest.
Useful material have provided also known classification systems like OmniClass and Uniclass, as well as
various studies of building structure configurations, e.g. by Schodek (1992) and Schueller (1995).
From theoretical point of view many valuable hints could be obtained from recent research in the area of ontology construction. There exist several publications describing the fundamental principles (Hobbs, 1995, Eschenbach & Heydrich, 1995) and the development process of ontologies for specific purposes (Benjamin et al.,
1998). Useful studies are available for various application domains, such as physical systems (Borst et al., 1997),
agent-based knowledge sharing systems (Gruber, 1993), remote database access (Ouksle & Ahmed, 1999),
knowledge management (Lima et al., 2002). The latter work carried out in the frames of the EU e-COGNOS
project is especially interesting for its IFC-enabled approach.
The development of the LexiCon system performed in conjunction with the Dutch BAS, the EU CONCUR and
the Norwegian BARBi projects (Woestenenk, 1998, Woestenenk, 2000) is more pragmatic and targets a related
area of building construction. Its scope lies in the categorisation of entities in the AEC/FM industry thereby
providing a useful source for initial conceptual specification.
The EU eConstruct project utilises the LexiCon for the creation of a common ontology for building construction
eBusiness processes, but with different focus. The developed communication-oriented language bcXML (Böhms
et al., 2001) aims specifically at supporting eBusiness and eCommerce transactions with regard to project supply
chains. This work can be seen as complementary to the engineering ontology framework presented herein.
Last but not least, the concept of design patterns from the area of object-oriented software design deserves
particular mentioning. In the fundamental book of the "gang of four" (Gamma et al., 1995) design patterns are
elaborated basically in view of software development but, as shown e.g. by Hay (1996), they can be applied on
much broader scope, for various conceptual modelling issues. We use the approach directly in the implementation of the ontology framework but have also borrowed principal ideas from Christopher Alexander’s seminal
work in architecture (Alexander et al., 1977, Alexander, 1979) for certain elements of the ontology specification
itself, and for the creation of mapping patterns (used to support the transformations of ontology data to/from a
product model, such as IFC).

4. DESIGN OF THE ONTOLOGY FRAMEWORK
4.1 Basic Issues
For sufficient representational adequacy an ontology only needs to establish formal definitions on the level of
terms and general concepts, whereas computer-interpreted product data models do basically provide more
detailed, but also more rigid and deterministic data abstractions.
On the high level, the relations between terms, concepts and reality can be represented by the so called Ogden
triangle (Ogden & Richards, 1994). Ekholm (1996) has extended the original idea to suggest a more precise
inter-relationship between real-world objects, product data classes and ontology terms (see Fig. 1). According to
that, the terms used in a technical, mathematical or computer language are symbols and designate concepts, e.g.
the term "building" is a symbol that designates the concept "building". The reference of the concept "building" is
the class of all things with building-like properties. A concept therefore represents certain properties of an
object, for example the concept "building" represents certain spatial, functional and experimental properties of
things belonging to the class of buildings. The sense of the concept "building" is given by a context of related
concepts, interpreted in accordance with personal associations, scientific theories or economic considerations.
This interpretation is external to the "building" concept and is not subject to formal ontological specification.
There is also a direct relation called denotation between a symbol and the reference class of the corresponding
concept. For example, the term "building" denotes the reference class of the concept "building". Finally, there is
a relation of proxy between a symbol and the properties represented by the corresponding real-world object.
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Fig. 1: Fundamental semantic concepts and their inter-relationships (after Ekholm, 1996).
By providing a common conceptual specification where basic terms and concepts are related, technical product
data, application data structures, classification system terminology and even real-world objects can be brought
together in a unified high-level representation that can be (1) uniformly used by the components of an IT system,
and (2) readily accessible to the end user. However, an ontology can give us more than a classification, or a
taxonomic hierarchy of classes, including inheritance or subsumption relations. It provides elements of both
these representations plus a well-defined set of operations, describing observable behaviour.

4.2 Design Criteria
In view of the work of Genesereth & Nilsson (1987), the following design criteria have been adopted in the
design of the ontology framework:
1.

Clarity
The ontology should effectively communicate the intended meaning of defined terms. Its definitions
should be objective and, where possible, stated by means of appropriate logical propositions.

2.

Coherence
The ontology should be coherent, i.e. it should sanction inferences that are consistent with its basic
definitions (this principle is in fact valid for any conceptual modelling effort as well).

3.

Extensibility
The ontology should anticipate the use of a shared vocabulary. It should offer a basis for a range
of envisaged tasks, but it should also be possible to extend and specialise its concepts. Developers and
end users should be able to define new terms for special uses based on the existing vocabulary, and this
should not require revision of already existing definitions.

4.

Minimal ontological commitment
The ontology should make as few claims as possible about the modelled real world products, allowing
the actors in the environment certain freedom for their own interpretations. In that respect, ontology
design is remarkably different from the typical product modelling approaches.

5.

Web-enabled
Whilst not directly related to the conceptual design of the ontology framework as such, this final issue
is an essential prerequisite for its efficient use in distributed Internet/Intranet environments.
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4.3 Ontology Data Structures
The data structures of the ontology framework were developed using the XML Schema specification (W3C 2001)
for coherence with ifcXML. However, without that specific practical requirement other semantically rich XMLbased representations such as RDF, DAML+OIL or the more recent OWL would have been equally appropriate.
As a whole, the framework is constructed in three inter-related layers as follows:
•
A Core Engineering Ontology Specification Schema (EOSchema) that provides the meta structures
for the definition of domain-specific ontologies for different building construction aspects and purposes. This schema is formally defined as an XML Schema instance and is mandatory for the other
components of the framework.
•

A potentially unlimited set of domain-specific ontology extension schemas that imports the core
schema and extends it with domain concepts. These schemas must also conform to the XML
Schema specification but, provided that the EOSchema is public, they can be freely developed by
a third party without any intervening activities of the EOSchema developer. As a practical example
of such a schema, a Structural Engineering Ontology (SEO) has been developed in the ISTforCE
project (cf. Katranuschkov et al., 2001).

•

XML-based ontology definitions that correspond to the domain-specific schemas, and provide the
details of the identified domain concepts. In contrast to the first two layers, here the specification
of concepts is accomplished by using only basic, easy to understand XML syntax, following the
representation patterns provided at the first layer, and eventually extended at the second layer
(in many practical cases, for such extensions only appropriate natural language names would be
sufficient).

This layered approach ensures the required flexibility and extensibility. It can also greatly facilitate the development of adequate ontologies by domain experts because the basic XML syntax used on the third layer is much
easier to learn and understand than the semantically richer but also more complex XML Schema constructs.
Another feature that deserves mentioning is the uniform representation of concepts and data on the third layer.
This allows to communicate both the definitions and the data related to a specific domain ontology in one and
the same document, exchange file or message. Thus, each component of the environment that commits to the
ontology framework would only need to be prepared to work with the EOSchema (which is much more concise
than the IFC model and can be stored internally or pre-fetched from the Web). The XML-based ontology
definitions are self-explanatory and can be interpreted by a commonly installed XML pre-processor. This can be
especially useful for non IFC applications and in fact for any heterogeneous environment with weak commitment
of the components to common concepts.

4.4 Core Engineering Ontology Specification Schema
The core EOSchema serves, simultaneously, three purposes. It includes:
•
a formal meta model for the definition of specific ontology concepts in schema extensions;
•

a formal data model for the detailed definition of ontology concepts in a XML document;

•

data model patterns for the use of the detailed ontology concepts to describe particular
XML-based ontology instantiations.

The first of these features is provided by importing and extending the EOSchema in more specific domain
ontology schemas (.xsd). This is achieved by designing EOSchema as an extensible model using the chameleon
namespace approach as recommended in (Costello, 2001). The second and the third features are provided
through the developed formal meta ontology definitions which enable the specification of both ontology
concepts (classes, operations) and their data instantiation (elements, specific properties, decompositions,
relations) in a uniform manner, as separate XSD-validated XML documents, or even in one self-contained
document.
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Fig. 2 below provides an overview of the top level data structure of EOSchema in EXPRESS-G. Strictly
speaking, it is not an exact presentation of the developed specification but it is a useful abstraction to illustrate
the overall concept.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the top level structure of EOSchema in EXPRESS-G.
Basically, EOSchema is comprised of two sections: (1) a Concepts section (defining how to describe any
detailed ontology concepts in a XML document), and (2) a Data section (defining how to represent instances of
these concepts in the same or another XML instance document).
The EOS content model itself (not shown on Fig. 2) defines also several optional attributes that can be of
interest, such as conceptsRepository (specifying the location of the ontology concepts, if not included in the
same document as the Data section), dataModel (specifying the data model schema used as basis for mapping
the ontology from/to product data) etc.
The Concepts section includes the specified ontology concepts (provided by the Class type) and an optional set
of global operations related to the whole data model.
The Data section contains Elements and Collections that are associated with (but not directly instantiated from)
respective Class concepts; Element provides the data type for all basic (tangible or intangible) objects and
Collection enables the creation of arbitrary groupings of elements and/or other collections at run-time.
Fig. 3, assembled from the graphical notation of the schema with XMLSpy (XMLSpy 2001), illustrates the
principal procedure of refining class concepts (steps 1 and 2), data elements (steps 3 and 4), and their association
(step 5).
Both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 demonstrate the great similarity in the specification of concept classes and data elements.
However, in EOSchema there is also a principal and very important difference between the Concepts and the
Data section. The first provides a static model for the specification of ontology concepts as "normal" XML data,
whereas the latter presents an open, extensible model for the instantiation of these concepts in more detailed
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domain schemas or even at run-time. Thus, in broad sense, Class can be seen as a factory pattern for Element,
and Element can be seen as a factory pattern for real-world concepts. Indeed, the elements and data types
included in the Concepts section can also be subtyped, but this would require respective modifications in the
ontology tools using EOSchema, such as an Ontology Browser. In contrast, the elements of the Data section
must be subtyped by respectively extended definitions to be used with their natural names and specific properties
in XML-based instance documents. With this approach, instance elements can be automatically provided (and
presented to the end user) on the basis of their conceptual specifications. This can be done by a dedicated
ontology tool, such as the Explanation Component of the ISTforCE Model Access Service (MAS) discussed in
section 5 further below.

q
p
n

r association
o
the Ur-Type

subtypes of the
Ur-Type

Basic
Composite
Container
Collection
Proxy

Fig. 3 Schematic presentation of the specification of concept classes and data elements and their principal
inter-relationship.
Classes are described by their properties and relations to other classes, including decomposition and containment
relationships. Additionally, they define operations that can be executed on the associated elements, and mappings
to/from respective product data entities. Except for the notion of operations and mappings, this is very similar to
the core model definitions of IfcRoot in IFC2x (IAI 2000) and thing in ECM (EPISTLE 2001). In fact, all Class
specifications in EOSchema are derived from an abstract ur-type – the ontologyElementAbstractClassType –,
that is never used for the description of specific ontology classes but is extended into five subtypes as follows:
•
Basic type, representing atomic, i.e. not further decomposable objects with tangible properties
that correspond to real-world concepts such as "beam", "wall", "window" etc., as well as to the
respective "leaf nodes" in the IFC project model, directly usable in CAD systems;
•

Composite type, representing objects assembled from other basic or composite elements by means
of strong has-part relationships (aggregations);

•

Container type, representing different kinds of pre-defined associations that correspond roughly to
the respectively defined "triples" in IFC, i.e. ifcRelationshipXX – relatingObject (the Container) –
related Objects (the contained elements);

•

Collection type, providing an abstract definition for collection objects that can be generated ad hoc
by an ontology application in response to user requests;
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•

ProxyElement type, providing the representation of "extension" objects for which there is no available formal definition.

Due to the specific rules introduced by XML Schema, each of these types has a separate content model for
properties, relations etc. However, although clearly distinguished, these definitions comply to a common pattern,
as shown in Fig. 4 below. Similar patterns exist on the level of properties and relations as well. For conciseness
they are not further explained here, details are provided in (Katranuschkov et al., 2001).
Content model pattern
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Fig. 4: Pattern for class types and its specific use by the separate subcategories of the CLASS concept.

4.5 Domain-Specific Ontology Extensions
A domain-specific ontology extension is needed to establish common semantics for the engineering services in a
targeted application domain. This is achieved by creating:
1. an ontology extension schema (.xsd), based on EOSchema and providing the vocabulary of all domainspecific concepts, and
2.

an ontology definition file (.xsi), based on XMLSchema-instance (see W3C 2001) and providing the
actual description of these concepts thereby enabling their proper run-time instantiation.

Basically, the extension schema must import the EOSchema data types and ensure appropriate specialisation of
its abstract root element (EOS). It can restrict, extend or override the attributes of EOS in order to associate a
correct product data model with the ontology, specify the locations of the ontology repository and the available
services, and so on. However, the extension schema does not only make a simple import of the core EOSchema
but can provide also a vocabulary of domain concepts, declared within a substitution group of the EOSchema
Element. This is not mandatory but it makes it easier to write and understand ontology instance files using
natural language terminology.
To illustrate the idea, let us examine a short example. Without element substitution in the extension schema, a
XML instance file would contain instances like:
<element name=”Beam” … > … </element>

Using the extension and substitution mechanisms, the same content information can be encoded as:
<Beam> … </Beam>

Extrapolating this to a large model with many concepts, properties and relations makes the advantages of the
second engineering-like representation obvious (with an add-on for multi-lingual internationalisation).
The ontology definition file contains class concept definitions and global operation declarations. The class
concepts serve as templates for the instantiation of actual ontology elements with specific properties, relations,
decompositions and element-specific operations. Every class in this definition has to be included in the substitution section of the extension schema to provide the natural language feature. The global operation declarations
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define functions concerning the whole available ontology and the associated product model(s). They are not
assigned to a specific element but are applied to all elements in any browsing/navigation context.
The following XML code snippet illustrates how this is done for the above "Beam" example.
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
elementFormDefault="unqualified" version="1.0">
<!-- Structural Engineering Ontology Specification -->
<xsd:include schemaLocation="EOSchema.xsd"/>
<xsd:element name="StructuralEngineeringOntology" type="SEO_SpecType"
substitutionGroup="EO_Specification"/>
...
<xsd:element name="Beam" type="generalisedInstanceType"
substitutionGroup="Element"/>
...
<EO_Specification xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:SchemaLocation="http://cib.bu.tu-dresden.de/istforce EOSchema.xsd"/>
<!-- Engineering Ontology Class Definitions -->
<Concepts>
...
<Class name="Beam" id="BeamClass" extends="StructuralMemberClass"
xsi:type="BasicElementType">
<Properties>
<pDef name="crossSectionType" xsi:type="svs" valueType="string"/>
<pDef name="crossSectionParameters" xsi:type="mvs"
valueType="LengthMeasure" componentType="list"
componentName="parameter" minCardinality="2"/>
<pDef name="length" xsi:type="svs" valueType="PositiveLengthMeasure"/>
</Properties>
</Class>
...

All these specifications provide static concept definitions (i.e. ontology element prototypes). Their particular
instantiation can then be generated at run-time using a dedicated Ontology Interpreter. This is explained in
section 5.
The principal procedure is illustrated on Fig. 5 below.

EOSchema

Contains
all data
definition
types as
described
in sect. 4.4
above,
including
"Element"

OntoExampleSchema
(domain extension
schema of EOSchema)
<xsd:schema ...>
...
<xsd:include
schemaLocation="EOSchema.xsd"/>
...
<xsd:element name=”Beam”
type=”generalisedInstanceType”
substitutionGroup=”Element”/>
...
</xsd:schema>

Definition of a Beam in
the <Concepts> section
of a XML doc. based on
OntoExampleSchema

Beam instances in
the <Data> section of
a XML document based
on OntoExampleSchema

<Concepts>
<Class
name=”Beam” … >
...
</Class>
...
</Concepts>

<Data>
<Beam id=”B1”>
<Properties>
<Material>
C25
</Material>
</Properties>
</Beam>
<Beam id=”B2”>
...
</Data>

Fig. 5: Example for the layered representation of concepts and their inter-relationship enabling dynamic
generation of ontology instances (the last column presents the input to a Web Browser via XSLT)
Fig. 6 provides a simple example showing the inter-relationships between the ontology specification schema and
the respectively generated definition file. The whole currently developed ontology specification for the structural
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design domain is much more complex, spanning over more than 25 pages as reported in (Katranuschkov et al,
2001). This report contains also the full EOSchema specification and several more comprehensive examples.
Example ontology specification (example.xml)
<EO_Specification>
<Concepts>
<Class name=”Beam” id=”BeamClass” xsi:type=”BasicElementType”>
<Properties>
<pDef name=”Material” valueType=”string”/>
<pDef name=”SectionArea” valueType=”real”/>
<pDef name=”JointList” ref=”JointClass”
componentName=”Joint” componentType=”ulist”
minCardinality=”2” maxCardinality=”2”/>
</Properties>
</Class>
<Class name=”Joint” id=”JointClass” xsi:type=”BasicElementType”>
<Properties>
<pDef name=”Coordinates” valueType=”real”
componentName=”x y z” componentType=”list”
minCardinality=”2” maxCardinality=”3” units=”{m}”/>
<pDef name=”Support” valueType=”string”/>
</Properties>
</Class>
</Concepts>
</EO_Specification>

and its respective instantiation, representing the simple beam shown below:
Material: C25
Cross-section :

40 cm
25 cm

3,0 m

<EO_Specification conceptRepository=”example.xml”>
<Data>
<Beam id=”Beam-1”>
<Properties>
<Material> C25 </Material>
<SectionArea units=”{cm}^2”> 1000.0 </SectionArea>
<JointList>
<Joint id=”Joint-1”>
<Properties>
<Coordinates> <x> 0.0 </x> <y> 0.0 </y> </Coordinates>
<Support> FXY </Support>
</Properties>
</Joint>
<Joint id=”Joint-2”>
<Properties>
<Coordinates> <x> 3.0 </x> <y> 0.0 </y> </Coordinates>
<Support> FY </Support>
</Properties>
</Joint>
</JointList>
</Properties>
</Beam>
</Data>
</EO_Specification>

Fig. 6: Example ontology definition for a simple beam.
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4.6 Operations
Operations provide a formal specification of commonly agreed behaviour. They are a means to enhance the
functionality of ontology-based tools with services that can be performed both internally, i.e. in the local context
of the tool, and externally, by invoking a Web service.
Currently we use a light-weight, but sufficiently flexible approach based on an adapted version of the Web
Interface Definition Language (WIDL) for that purpose. However, by the same principle more comprehensive
specifications such as SOAP and WSDL can be applied in future versions of the framework.
WIDL (W3C 1997) defines a meta language that implements a service-based architecture over the documentbased resources of the Web. It can be used to (1) automate interactions with Web services, (2) provide both on
demand and scheduled extraction of data, (3) aggregate data from a number of Web sources, and (4) chain
services across multiple Web sites.
The application of WIDL in the ontology framework is provided by first translating the appropriate WIDL
concepts from the original XML DTD to XML Schema and then integrating these concepts into the ontology
data structures. This is achieved with only a small set of additional data types:
•
an operationsType, providing an envelope for the class-level specification of WIDL-based
services, and a component model for all predefined types of operations, i.e. global operations,
global model operations, local object-level operations and mappings,
•

an instanceOperationsType, providing a respective model for the use of operations within
element instances,

•

a serviceType defining WIDL-style operations,

•

a bindingType defining input and output parameters for services,

•

a conditionType defining a condition within a binding,

•

a variableType enabling the definition of variables within a binding, and

•

an operationRefType enabling the referencing of operations defined in Class concepts from
the respective element instances in the Data section of a XML document.

The following code snippet illustrates the definition of operations. It presents the supertype of the Beam element
from the example given in the previous section 4.5. Note that by inheritance these operations are automatically
applicable for all subtypes as well, i.e. Beam, Column, Slab, Wall, etc.
<Class name="StructuralMember" id="StructuralMemberClass"
xsi:type="BasicElementType" abstract="true">
...
<Operations>
<Service name="getSameClassInstances"
URL="getSameClassInstances"
methodType="local" output="structuralMemberInstanceList"/>
<Service name="getSameClassInstancesWithinStorey"
URL="getSameClassInstancesWithinStorey"
methodType="local" output="structuralMemberInstanceList"/>
<Binding name="structuralMemberInstanceList" type="output">
<variable name="instanceListOutput" type="Collection"/>
</Binding>
</Operations>
</Class>

4.7 Mappings
The last, very important yet difficult part of the realisation of the ontology is the mapping of the ontology
concepts to/from a product data model. Typically, the structure and the semantics of ontology concepts and
product data classes will differ, at certain places considerably. This gives rise to a variety of structural and
semantic model transformation problems that are commonly known as mapping.
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In principle, model mapping involves a procedure that is very similar to mutlidatabase integration known from
the area of database research (Spaccapietra et al., 1992, Reddy et al., 1994). It consists of the following steps:
1. Detection of schema overlaps,
2.

Detection of inter-schema conflicts,

3.

Definition of the inter-schema correspondences with the help of formal mapping specifications,

4.

Use of appropriate mapping methods for the actual transformations on entity instance level
at run-time.

Unfortunately, the mapping problem cannot be solved in the general case of arbitrary complex object-oriented
data models as it is hardly possible to cover or even to identify all potential mapping cases. Nevertheless, for
certain practical use cases there are a number of mapping languages and respectively developed tools that have
provided most promising results. Among these are VML (Amor, 1997), CSML (Katranuschkov, 2001), and
especially EXPRESS-X (ISO TC184/ SC4/WG11/N088 1999), strongly promoted in conjunction with ISO
STEP. However, all these efforts are confined to mapping languages that describe inter-related transformations
of the entities of whole data models; interactive mapping of individual concepts, as needed in the case of the
suggested ontology framework, are not available.
Consequently, we do not use a mapping language to deal with that problem. Rather, we have defined a number
of mapping patterns from which individual mapping operations can be constructed. These operations are then
specified in the ontology schema in the same way as all other concept/element level operations, i.e. without
going into the details of their implementation. The approach is in fact quite similar to the manner mapping
problems are dealt with in EDM (Eastman et al., 1995) but it provides a more structured method to identify
mapping cases on the high level.
The identification of typical mapping patterns allows to understand better the mapping task and to formalise what
and how has to be mapped in each particular case. Specifically, by examining the theoretical background of objectoriented modelling as well as a number of practical cases, the following set of mapping patterns can be identified:
•
Unconditional class level mapping patterns: These patterns depict the most general high-level
mappings that affect all instances of the involved source and target classes.
•

Conditional instance level mapping patterns: In contrast to the general definition of mappings on
class level, instance level mappings may include certain conditions to select the set of instances to
be mapped from the full set of available instances in the source model, or – in the case of multiple
cardinality – from the cross product of all referenced sets of instances.

•

Attribute level mapping patterns: These patterns depict how an attribute with a given data type
should be mapped. However, in object-oriented models the data type of an attribute can be quite
complex. Consequently, there are many different patterns that have to be considered here, in several
cases they can even govern the actual resulting cardinality of the mapping on entity level.

Attribute mapping patterns are further subdivided into: (1) basic attribute mapping patterns, (2) complex attribute
mapping patterns, and (3) generative attribute mapping patterns. For each of these categories, several sub-cases have
been identified, such as "simple equivalence", "set equivalence", "functional equivalence" for the first category;
"grouping", "ungrouping", "homomorphic mapping", "transitive mapping", "inverse transitive mapping" for the
second category; "simple generative", "functional generative" for the third category, and so on. Fig. 7 shows the
formalism used to present these types of patterns graphically, along with respective typical examples.
As a whole 29 different mapping patterns have been defined in (Katranuschkov, 2001). Some of these are relatively
simple to implement but there are also several patterns that require quite sophisticated implementation methods.
However, for the specific mapping cases regarding the IFC model not all of these patterns are really needed. IFC
defines several pragmatic requirements restricting the use of EXPRESS modelling concepts which simplifies considerably the mapping task. In fact, for the purposes of the currently developed ontology specifications only
partial mapping of certain IFC entities is of interest. Basically, this is a subset of the so called "leaf nodes" in the
IFC specification, such as IfcBuilding, IfcBuildingStorey, IfcColumn, etc., along with their related resource objects and property sets. The involved mapping patterns for these cases are mostly not very difficult to implement
because the source and target entity sets can be directly derived from 1:1 or 1:C class level correspondences.
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aS = [ v1..vN ]

aT = [ v1..vN ]
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D aT
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T

aS = [ ↑Ri1...↑RiN ]

D aS

aT = ↑Ui

D aT

R1,..,RN

U

n Class level mappings
S and T (eventually with a subscript) are used to denote the source
and the target class respectively. The ovals show the domains of the
classes, the grey arrow shows the direction of the mapping.
The given example depicts a 1:1 mapping S → T.
o Conditional entity instance level mappings
In addition to the above symbols, here the black dots represent the
instances being mapped, and the white dots represent the instances
that are discarded from the mapping as a result of an applied
condition. The particular mapping equivalences are shown with
black arrows. The given example refines the above 1:1 class mapping.
p Attribute level mapping patterns
For these patterns, a few more graphical symbols are introduced. To
save space, the class mapping (S → T) is indicated merely with an
arrow. The domains of the attributes (Da) are shown as free-form
areas, and the attribute values are shown either with dots (for single
values), or with a darker area contained in the domain (for lists or
sets). As above, the addressed mapping equivalences are indicated
with black arrows. The thick white arrows denote the attribute’s
designation to a given class (S, T); pointer references to other
objects within a model are shown with dotted arrows.
The first given example depicts a 1:1 set equivalence. The second
example shows a homomorphic mapping, This is a complex equivalence, involving two pairs of mappings due to the references from
aS and aT to the object instances [R1,...,RN] and U respectively.

Fig. 7: Graphical symbols used for the presentation of mapping patterns with illustrative pattern examples.
However, even in simpler cases, IFC relationships between objects are generally very deep. Most typical in that
respect is the deep nesting of geometric attributes. In contrast, in the developed engineering ontology objects like
Column are represented in highly compact form. Thus, for the mapping of ontology concepts to IFC the transitive and the inverse transitive mapping patterns will be most frequently applied. For reference, they are
presented on Fig. 8 below.
Attribute
Mapping
Pattern

Schematic presentation
of the mapping transformations
S

T
a S = ↑R i

Transitive
(telescope)

aT = val

D aS
D aT

R

aR = val

S

aS = val

Inverse
transitive

Description

T

aT = ↑Uj

D aT
D aS

U

This pattern is well-known from the field of
database integration. It represents the situation
where the value of a source attribute aR referenced
through a pointer in aS is stored directly into the
target attribute aT. The schema on the left presents
the most common case of a single reference used
to access aR , but in general such references can
also be chained.

This pattern is the inverse of the previous one.
Its realisation is more difficult than by the forward
mapping because, in order to create the value
aT = ↑Uj, all referenced instances have to be
constructed in the target before the value of aT can
be properly set.

aUj = val

Fig. 8: Commonly applicable mapping patterns for IFC product data.
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Fig 9 illustrates the said deep level of nesting for IFC "leaf nodes" on the example of IfcColumn. Fig. 10 presents
schematically the overall approach for the implementation of mappings using as an example an instance of
IfcColumn taken from a sample IFC exchange file.
IfcColumn

...
IfcLocalPlacement

IfcProductDefinitionShape

...

...

IfcShapeRepresentation

IfcShapeRepresentation

...

...

...

IfcExtrudedAreaSolid

...

IfcRectangleProfileDef

Fig. 9: Schematic presentation of a part of the IfcColumn relationship hierarchy

IFC
product model

SPF
(ISO 10303-21)

EXPRESS
Server Package

...
#125
#126
#127
#128
#129
#130
#131
#132
#133
#134
#135
#136
#137
#124
#138
#139
#140
#141
#142
#143
#144
#145
...

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

IFCDIRECTION ((1., 0.));
IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((0., 0.));
IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT2D (#126, #125);
IFCRECTANGLEPROFILEDEF (.AREA., $, #127, 0.3, 0.3);
IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#23, #22, #20);
IFCEXTRUDEDAREASOLID (#128, #129, #22, 2.7);
IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#25, 'Body', 'SweptSolid', (#130));
IFCCARTESIANPOINT ((-0.15, -0.15, 0.));
IFCBOUNDINGBOX (#132, 0.3, 0.3, 2.7);
IFCSHAPEREPRESENTATION (#52, '', 'BoundingBox', (#133));
IFCPRODUCTDEFINITIONSHAPE ($, $, (#131, #134));
IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#23, #22, #20);
IFCLOCALPLACEMENT (#32, #136);
IFCCOLUMN ('3E0jDq$XH5HxNc4H9O', #6, $, $, $, #137, #135, $);
IFCMATERIAL ('Stahlbeton');
IFCRELASSOCIATESMATERIAL ('0vZC4S0914RPEt9JnG', #6, $, $, …
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('LAYERNAME', $, …
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('INFO', $, …
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('COLUMN VENTHICK', $, …
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('COLUMN CORETYPE', $, …
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('COLUMN COREANCHOR', …
IFCPROPERTYSINGLEVALUE ('COLUMN COREPEN', $, …

Fig. 10: Principal schema of the developed mapping approach.

XML

Mapping
Engine

object-oriented methods

<Column id="Column02">
<Properties>
<name> EoColumn02 </name>
<description> ... </description>
<material ref="Material01" />
<crossSectionType> rectangle
</crossSectionType>
<crossSectionParameters>
<parameter unit="{m}"> 0.3 </parameter>
<parameter unit="{m}"> 0.3 </parameter>
</crossSectionParameters>
<length unit="{m}"> 2.7 </length>
</Properties>
</Column>
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IFC-to-EO
Mapping Spec.

IFC data mapped to the
ontology specifications
using XML syntax

5.

APPLICATION

The suggested ontology framework can be used in various ways for a range of practical tasks derived from the
generic use cases described in section 2.3 above. A prototype implementation of the framework carried out in the
frames of the EU ISTforCE project provides proof of concept and hints to other possible options. In this section
we present the realisation of the framework within the ISTforCE Model Access Service (MAS), together with
small browsing/navigation examples. We show further how the ontology can be used with other conceptual
models, and outline other envisaged options. More details about the implementation of the ontology framework
in ISTforCE are provided in (Katranuschkov & Gehre, 2002).

5.1 Use of the Ontology Framework within the ISTforCE Model Access Service (MAS)
The goal of MAS in ISTforCE was to enable both simple and advanced human-centred product model functionality. Beside whole model access (via SPF) and remote procedure calls for product data access on object level
(using Java RMI or CORBA), it provides also two additional advanced services: (1) a Reasoning Agent, supporting the execution of complex automated structural design tasks, and (2) an Explanation Component,
facilitating human-centred product data retrieval for engineers not familiar with the technical IFC structure and
specifications. The latter utilises the developed Engineering Ontology Framework and is therefore of particular
interest here.
5.1.1 Ontology Processing in MAS
Along with the access to product model data via engineering applications capable of connecting to MAS directly,
we set out to develop an ontology-based user-friendly interface that would enable viewing and retrieving of the
model data via a standard Web Browser. In accordance with that, a specific task of MAS was to provide a
translation of the strictly formalised IFC data structures, which are not readily understandable to the end user, to
the engineering vocabulary he is used to work with. This task was accomplished with the help of the developed
Engineering Ontology framework.
Ontology processing in MAS is activated by a client-side Ontology Navigator (Web Browser) which provides
the front-end user interface for browsing/inspecting/manipulating the product data by means of model requests
utilising familiar engineering semantics. Thus, the engineer can retrieve and modify product model information
fast and without deeper knowledge of the underlying IFC structure, and at the same time he can be aware of the
engineering meaning and structuring of the data.
As a simple example, consider the ontology concept frame which is a part of the specified structural engineering
vocabulary but is not contained within the IFC product model schemas. By utilising the developed Engineering
Ontology framework, engineers can use this concept to navigate through model parts defined as "frames", that
are "known" only as beams and columns in the IFC model. Another example is the "join" operation that brings
together information scattered around the model to one object, e.g. the ontology representation of a compound
element contained in several IFC objects providing its material details, connectivity, geometry, location etc.
Within MAS, the ontology specifications are stored in an Ontology Repository which provides functions to
retrieve, update, add and validate them (see Fig. 11).
Ontology Repository
EO specifications

Product Model
Provider

Explanation
Component

Ontology Interpreter
IFC to EO
mappings

EO Representation Instance

navigate, access
operations
Interaction cycle

Web Container render

Fig. 11: Information flows in ontology processing.
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Engineer‘s
Web Browser

The central processing unit for the ontology framework is the Ontology Interpreter. It is initialised with an
exclusive reference to an instance of the MAS internal product model service, so that it can act on the product
model directly.
The Ontology Interpreter uses the specifications provided by the Ontology Repository for real-time mapping
between the IFC model data and the implemented ontology, as suggested in (Katranuschkov, 2001). However, as
this may often be a complicated task by itself, and because not all information is present in both models, a
complete mapping cannot always be achieved. Therefore, the mapping process is supported by the additional
information provided in the extended specification schemas and ontology definition files, and in some cases even
involves user interaction. As a result of the process, the Ontology Interpreter generates Engineering Ontology
Representation Instances as "pure" XML files. They can be seen as a special ontology based "view" on the
underlying IFC model.
The Representation Instances are then delivered to the Web Container of the MAS, responsible to provide the
pure XML files (if the client is an advanced ontology enabled application), or to generate browser-compatible
human readable HTML content, respectively. The translation is done by using XSLT and JSP technology to
create one or more HTML files that are readily parsed and presented by a standard Web Browser. Moreover, the
HTML files do not only provide the "raw" ontology view of the model but are also enhanced by navigation and
access operations defined as hyperlinks in the HTML document that can again access the Web Container.
Through this recursive navigation process, schematically illustrated on Fig. 11 above, comprehensive browsing
of the IFC product model becomes possible.
5.1.2 Browsing / Navigation
Navigating through the ontology based model is performed via a text-centred interface supported by an
externally linked graphical viewer. Fig. 12 illustrates the principal navigation capabilities and the textual content
presentation.

1

3

2

Fig. 12: The MAS Explanation Component User Interface.
The division of the navigator window into three specific frames facilitates ontology and content processing on
the server side and provides better orientation for the user. The first window frame in the upper left corner allows
navigation on the basis of the defined fundamental ontology concepts. The presented navigation elements are
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structured like the ontology itself, categorised in the three main element types Basic, Composite and Container.
The two other principal types – Collection and ProxyElement –, are currently not included in the Navigation
frame as they are mostly related to server internal processing and the handling of responses to ad hoc natural
language queries that are still under development.
The Actions frame below the Navigation frame provides functionality that is directly derived from the specified
operations in the ontology schema (see section 4.6). Hence, following the ontology element that is currently
focused, the user can find here context-sensitive operations that are of interest for the particular context. For
example, if a "column" is under the current focus, the Actions frame provides operations like "whole frame", "all
columns of storey" and "flanking walls".
The Description frame on the right side of the Navigation frame displays the information related to the focused
ontology element. Here the user can view the available properties, as well as references to other elements. In the
context of this window frame such references are only considered for composite elements that are assembled
from other elements. For example, if a structural frame is focused, references to all columns and beams from this
frame will be presented.
In addition to these features, MAS supports also geometry-based viewing/navigation for IFC 1.5.1 and IFC2x
models via a plugged-in external IFC viewer. Fig. 13 below gives an impression of this add-on feature.

Fig. 13: Typical screenshot of client-side ontology navigation (the geometry view is supported by
a plugged-in IFC Viewer developed in the German iCSS project by FIDES, Munich).
As a whole, the realisation of the ontology in MAS follows the MVC pattern (model-view-controller). The
model layer is constituted by the object-oriented product data provided by a product data server and the
Ontology Repository of the MAS. The Ontology Interpreter acts as the controller for the user actions and as
mapper between the ontology definitions and the IFC data objects. The view layer is provided by the Ontology
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Navigator and the underlying Web Container that generates the actual presentation documents and/or input
forms.

5.2 Using the Ontology Framework with LexiCon
The implementation of the suggested ontology framework in the ISTforCE project specifically addresses
structural engineering applications and IFC model data. However, the framework is not limited to that. As
already mentioned, one of its major features is its extensibility. Based on a small set of concepts provided in the
core EOSchema various specific ontologies can be created in a straight-forward manner and with reasonable
effort. Below we give an example from an undertaken exercise intended to show that such extensions basically
follow the same development pattern.
For demonstration purposes the classification provided by the LexiCon system (Woestenenk, 2000) has been
selected. LexiCon is a popular development used partially or fully in several research projects (eConstruct,
PROCURE, BARBi). To keep the presentation concise we describe here only the representation of a single
LexiCon "built object" in the ontology.
Fig. 14 presents a screenshot of the available LexiCon tool at the time of the performed study. The mouse focus
is on the chosen "beam" object.

Fig. 14: The element "beam" focused within LexiCon (Woestenenk, 2000).
The LexiCon tool provides a GUI that is quite similar to the Ontology Browser shown in the previous section. It
divides the user window in 3 frames corresponding to the developed classification approach, i.e. (1) Categories,
(2) Built Objects, and (3) Built Object Attributes. Navigation is possible via any of these frames whereby each
provides a respective functional context.
For the chosen example the ontology class definitions and element data are provided in the same XML file and
can therefore be sent together to the ontology interpreter. A LexiCon extension schema specifies additionally the
natural language vocabulary of terms corresponding to the defined class patterns.
Fig. 15 presents the formal representation of the LexiCon "beam" in the ontology. By comparing that with the
earlier shown examples, the uniform approach with respect to schema extensions becomes readily visible.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
elementFormDefault="unqualified" version="1.0">
<xsd:include schemaLocation="EOSchema.xsd"/>
<xsd:element name="LexiConOntology" type="LexiConSpecType"
substitutionGroup="EO_Specification"/>
<xsd:element name="beam" type="generalisedInstanceType"
substitutionGroup="Element"/>
...
</xsd:schema>
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<EO_Specification xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:SchemaLocation="http://cib.bu.tu-dresden.de/istforce EOSchema.xsd" />
<Concepts>
...
<Class name="beam" extends="ConstructionElement" xsi:type="BasicElementType">
<Properties>
<pDef name="Names" xsi:type="mvs" valueType="string"
componentName="Name"/>
<pDef name="Issues" xsi:type="svs" valueType="text"/>
</Properties>
<Relations>
<relDef name="Composition" ref="ConstructionElement"
minCardinality="0" maxCardinality="unbounded"/>
<relDef name="References" ref="ReferenceElement" minCardinality="0"
maxCardinality="unbounded"/>
<relDef name="Usage" ref="##any" minCardinality="0"
maxCardinality="unbounded" componentName="Component"/>
</Relations>
</Class>
...
</Concepts>
<Data>
...
<beam>
<Properties>
<Names> <Name> beam </Name> <Name> joist </Name> </Names>
</Properties>
<Relations>
<Composition ref="joisted floor" />
<References>
<rel ref="BSI Glossary, 1993, 100 3198" />
<rel ref="EIPC2:1999, C232" />
...
</References>
<Usage>
<Component ref="joisted floor"/>
<Component ref="structure"/>
</Usage>
</Relations>
</beam>
...
</Data>
</EO_Specification>

Fig. 15: Formal definition of the LexiCon "beam" in the ontology.

5.3 Further Possibilities
The implementation of the ontology framework in ISTforCE is prototype work that can be extended in several
aspects. The developed approach is not limited to the objectives of a user-friendly model access service. Other
possibilities that can be envisaged include:
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•

Conceptual development of domain ontologies
We showed in the preceding two section that the suggested framework can easily be applied to
different underlying models by the same methodology. An open question is if schemas using
more complex modelling paradigms can always be adequately "translated" to the ontology.
Another question is the scalability of the approach by huge real-world models.

•

Establishing an environment ontology for distributed Web-based systems
Such an ontology can provide a formal basis enabling efficient management of various communication and information exchange issues in distributed ICT systems. Especially the light-weight
XML definitions at end-user and application level can greatly facilitate the integration of a wide
range of services. Here the same approach can be applied as for domain ontologies but – as there
do not yet exist formal models for such purposes –, conceptual development must be done almost
from scratch.

•

Support to context awareness
The achievement of context aware information gathering, retrieval and sharing in mobile environments (e.g. on construction sites, for monitoring of infrastructure facilities etc.) involves several demanding aspects such as (1) contextualisation and personalisation of available information
from various sources, (2) explication of the created context in easy-to-understand manner to the
end user, (3) environment-wide interoperability of a variety of hardware devices and software services. The second of these issues is related to the current use of the suggested ontology framework,
and the third can be seen as an extended version of the previous listed item.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Appropriate support of PDT environments by domain-specific ontologies can greatly improve their value-adding
capabilities in construction project work. Ontologies can hide most of the complexity of a product model from
the end users and can pave the way for more user friendly interfaces. Hence, they can help to achieve faster
deployment and broader use of product data technology in daily engineering practice.
From the presented research, the following specific conclusions can be drawn:
1. Using XML technology to design the Engineering Ontology provided excellent capabilities with regard
to the flexibility and maintenance of the software system.
2.

The development of the ontology framework as part of an extensible and open architecture greatly
facilitated the realisation of the particularly targeted ontology for the structural design domain and at the
same time provides a methodology for the implementation of ontologies for other AEC/FM domains in
a similar fashion.

3.

Even though only a prototype version of the described Explanation Component had been achieved by
the end of the ISTforCE project, it proved to be very practical in the first tests performed with end users
that were not very familiar with the IFC model specifications.

However, during the implementation there appeared also some caveats that need to be considered in future work.
The mapping process between the IFC model and the ontology is complicated, and often too slow. Additional
work is needed to refine mapping methods so that they can be fully usable in practice. Moreover, the structural
design ontology definitions should be extended both in horizontal and in vertical direction (sets of elements and
their particularisation). A medium-term goal for future efforts is also the harmonisation and subsequent integration of the developed approach with the bcXML specification – with expected mutual benefits with respect to
functionality, scope and life cycle processes covered.
It would be early to draw conclusions about the practical benefits of the presented approach only on the basis of
the prototype ISTforCE implementation. A further exercise that was conducted recently to test the applicability
of the ontology for IFC "leaf node" entities (Grosser, 2003) showed very promising results but it also does not
allow to analyse objectively the scalability of the developed framework for real use cases. Nevertheless, the
authors are convinced that the presented ideas can give useful hints for a number of options that are conceptually
possible. Verification and refinement of the approach as well as further specific objectives are expected to take
shape in the future progress of work.
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